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JUNIOR PROM PLANS ARE COMPLETED
19 SCHOOLS
ARE ENTERED
FOR CONTEST
Eastern Host to Fifth Annual High School Dramatic Tourney
CUPS AWARDED TONIGHT

Says Federal
Aid Is Certain
By ROY "JOSH" COSBY
Federal aid for education, virtually became a certainty this week
as President Roosevelt, Harry L.
Hopkins, Commissioner Zook, and
Dr. James H. Richmond got their
heads together. These gentlemen
agreed that there must be something done about the educational
situation. So there Is no use of
burning the school house down Just
yet.
The emergency aid will probably
not come from direct legislation but
most likely will be added to the
general relief appropriation and
allocated to the various fields of
education, by Mr. Hopkins and his
advisors. The amount will probably
be about (?) $80,000,000 (?). An
estimate of the needs for the
schools was quite a bit* more than
the above figures but there should
be rejoicing in pedagogical camps
If this much is given.
instead of burning the school
house, paint it and you should register with the placement bureau.
(As Dr. Kennamer told you to do)
or borrow the money to come back
to school on. The future for education looks much brighter.

MILESTONE TO PROGRESS BE
BE OFF PRESS REPRESENTED
ON MAY 7 -14 AT NX P. A.

Junior Prom Queen

Student Card Must Be Shown Editor May Attend National
in Order to Get Book,
Convention of College
Says Editor
Journalists at U. of K.
DEDICATED

KENNAMER THREE

The proof has been returned to
With the entrance of Louisville
the printer and the 1934 Milestone,
Male high school, defending chamwhich Is dedicated to Dr. L. G.
pion, late Wednesday, the number
Kennamer, head of the department
of contestants in the dramatic tourof geology and geography and sponnament was brought to nineteen.
sor of the senior class, will appear
A report from the office of the
en the campus between May 7 and
business agent stated Tuesday that
14, J. D. Turley, editor, told the
eighteen high schools had entered
Progress today.
plays in the fifth annual High
Books will be distributed from the
School Dramatic Tourney which is
office in Roark building, Turley
being held in Hiram Brock audisaid. Each student who registered
torium this week-end, and to which
at the beginning of the second seEastern is host.
mester in February and who has
Miss Pearl Buchanan, head of
his subscription for the book atthe department of dramatics, is ditached to his incidental payment
recting the tournament, assisted by
as stamped on his student card will
the' Eastern Little Theatre Club.
be asked to present that card beThe tournament opened yesterfore he may secure his copy.
day morning and will close tonight
The editor stated that no books
when silver loving cups will be
can be issued until the students
awarded to the winning casts in
comply with this regulation. The
the comedy and tragedy divisions.
(books have been carefully checked
The individual members of the alland only by presentation of the
tournament cast, to be selected by
student card, which is an official
the judges, will receive medals.
receipt, will one be Issued.
High schools whlcn were reported
Containing 152 pages rather than
to be participating in the tourna128 as planned originally, the Milement are: University High, Henry Gathering of Easternites At stone will have several new features
Clay, Picadome, and Bryan Station,
this year such as a sixteen-page
K. E. A. Said to Be
Lexington; Shawnee Girls, Louisview section in colors, a six-page
Highly Successful
ville; Bellevue, Stanford, London;
snap shot section, and a directory
Highlands, Ft. Thomas; Frankfort,
of every student enrolled at EastPalntsville, Frenchburg, Independern.
ence, Harrodsburg, Dayton, Carlisle, SHORT RESPONSES GIVEN About 1.2QD books are being
Bcnham, and Berea city.
printed, the- editor informed the
Winners in the past touranments
Progress, the majority of which
Pronounced
by
Dr.
H.
L.
Donoconducted at Eastern were: Ft.
lave been subscribed by the stuvan
as
being
one
of
the
most
sucThomas, Bellevue, Kavanaugh at
dents.
Lawrenceburg, Henry Clay, and cessful gatherings that Eastern
delegates
at
the
K.
E.
A.
have
ever
Louisville Male High.
had, the Eastern Breakfast, held
Friday morning, April 20. on the
Roof Garden of the Brown, drew
nearly 300.
With no program listed, the
breakfast was an informal "gettogether," at which brief responses
were given by various graduates Approximately 2,800 Witness
among Eastern's outstanding Presentation
of Sacred
County Leaders in Boone Bi- listed
alumni.
Drama
in
Hiram
Brock
Dr. Donovan, who presided, concentennial Commission
cluded
the
breakfast
with
a
short,
Meeting Named
extemporaneous address on the cri- ROTARY CLUB SPONSOR
sis facing education and relief in
in which he made the
CELEBRATION
PLANS Kentucky,
statement that Kentucky should Approximately 2,800 witnessed the
not be forced to pass the hat. The presentation of the "Passion Play,"
Dr. J. W. Moore, member of the president asserted that, unless a by the Freiburg Players, who were
faculty of Eastern Teachers Col- special session of the Kentucky leg- brought to Hiram Brock auditorium
lege, has been named chairman and islature were called in the near fu- for matinee and evening performMiss Jennie Parks has been named ture and that unless ndequate reve- ances Wednesday, April 25, by the
chairwoman' for Madison county for nue for maintenance Is provided, Rotary Club of Richmond. A perthe Daniel Boone bicentennial com- practically every schcol and relief centage of the proceeds from the
mission to make arrangements for agency in the state will have to play was given to further the work
the state-wide celebration of the cease its functions July 1.
among crippled children.
Included among the alumni who Completely packing the house In
Boone bicentennary.
County chairmen and chairwom- responded at the brealdast were the the matinee performance, the draen have been named in all but a following: W. Gayle Starns, presi- ma drew large numbers of school
dozen counties of the state. The dent of the Alumni Association; children from the districts of Madicounty committee heads will oe Judson Harmon, representative from son county and college students
notified by letter of their duties and McCreary county; J. O. Mulligan, from Eastern, who entered on the
Millers burg; Lewis Cl'tfton, director special student admission rate prothe plans for the celebration.
County chairmen and chairwom- of the placement bureau. Univer- vided by the Rotary Club.
en named in counties in nearby sity of Kentucky; Charles Pettit, Assisting in the presentation of
Judge, Grant county; Miss Elizacounties include:
the drama were numerous students
Lee County—Sam Hurst.and Mrs. beth Bertram, Ashland; Dr. A. B. from
Eastern's student body who
Crawford,
Lexington;
Robert
SalMollic Lyon, Beattyville; Owsley
took part In the mob scenes, Mr.
county—Die Wilder and Mrs. Clar- yers, secretary of Kentucky Educa- James
E. Van Peursem, head of the
ence Rowland Long, Booneville; tional Commission; Miss Ora Ad- department
at Eastern,
Nicholas county—E. E. Pfanstiel ams, Harrodsburg; Garvice Kincaid, who directed ofthemusic
of the
and Mrs. Warren R. Fisher, Car- law student, Univeirslty of Ken- local church choirs members
which
furnished
tucky;
Miss
Shiela
Johnson,
Ft.
lisle; Harrison county—M. C. Swinfor the chorus, and Miss Jane
ford and Mrs. J. S. Baskett, Cyn- Thomas, and J. A. Payne, superin- music
music department, who
thiana; Bourbon county—Prof. Lee tendent, Harrison county schools. Campbell,
accompanist.
Klrkpatrick and Mrs. W. B. Ardery, In addition, Dr. W. C. Jones, re- was
The version of the play was arParis; Estill county—Hugh Riddell, cently appointed derm of Eastern, ranged
by Dr. Alfred Wolff, forgave
a
brief
talk
as
well
as
did
Dr.
Irvine, and Mrs. Edgar Arnett, Raof Freiburg, Germany, who
venna; Lincoln county—J. S. Ows- Charles A. Keith, diani of men at merly
also played the part of Judas. The
ley and Mrs. Harvey Helm, Stan- Eastern.
Christus was played by Lorenze
t<Mi; Woouford county—Field McMEd and Mrs. Keene Arnold, Ver- DR. OXNAM IS NOTED Ludwig. In all, the company producing the play contained 29 peoMUes; Fayette county—Charles R.
Staples and Mrs. W. T. Loferty, AUTHOR AND LECTURER ple, 15 of which were in the cast.
Lexington; Garrard county—L. L.
Walker and Mrs. John Brown, Lan- G. Bromley Oxnano, who will decaster; Rockcastle county—C. C. liver the baccalauera te sermon here,
Williams and Mrs. J. E. Mullens, was born in Sonorii, Cal., August
Mt. Vernon; Jessamine county- 14, 1891. He received his A3, at
Robert Bronough and Mrs. Amanda the University of Southern CaliforWelsh Rose, Nicholasville; Boyle nia in 1913, and bis S.T.B. from
county—Jay Harlan and Mrs. Henry Boston University, 1915. He did Mr. James E. Van Peursem. head
Jackson, Danville.
graduate work at Harvard ana of the Eastern department of
The Madison' County Historical Massachusetts Institute of Tech- music, was a delegate to the recent
Society was host to members of nology. He has al.» received hon- convention of musical supervisors
the Boone commission at a public orary degrees from, several univer- held in Hotel Stephens, Chicago,
dinner last Friday night at Olyndon sities.
at which over 4,000 instructors were
hotel. All interested persons are He Is noted.widely as an educa- In attendance, according to inforurged to attend the meeting.
tor, lecturer, and minister, who has mation given the Progress last
O
attained national prominence thru week.
his keen insight in world problems. Concerts were given each night
He was a member of the Ameri- of the meeting by the large high
can Delegation <x> Russia in 1926, schools of Chicago and vicinity. It
and of the Japanese Education was observed, the Progress was told,
Commission in 1932. He has been that young men seemed to be
taking more active part in orchespresident of Del?auw since 1928.
President H. L. Donovan, of East- He . is author of several books, tral work there than were girls.
ern Kentucky State Teachers Col- most of which deal with religious One orchestra was composed of 250
lege, spoke at the Indiana State and social pro'olems. He held the instruments, all of which were
Teachers College, Terre Haute, Ind, chair of Practical Theology and played by boys.
recently, at the inauguration of City Church it Boston University Also, it was noticed that* boys
took lore parts in the choruses of
the new president of the college. before coming to DePauw.
these high schools and one of the
Dr. Ralph N. Tlrey. "Teacher EduO
choruses composed of 1,000 voices
cation for the New Age" was the
BLANTON GETS JOB
subject of Dr. Donovan's address.
Harvey Blanton, who is a student was chiefly organized -around male
Dr. Donovan is also president of in the University of Louisville medi- voices.
the American Association of Teach- cal school, has been appointed stu- The music supervisors at the
ers Colleges and was the official dent orderly and assistant Interne convention met dally for two hours'
representative of that organization at Norton Infirmary. He will be practice, while the chorus in which
at the inauguration ceremony. Vies able to keep up his school work and Mr. Van Peursem participated
President George C. Cole was in- attend the duties of the position as broadcast during the convention
over an NBC program.
ducted into office at the same time. welL

300~PRESENT
AT BREAKFAST

DAYS

Enthusiasm High As Annual
Dance Date Draws
Near
>

MEETING

WILL BE HELD MAY 11

The Eastern Progress may be rep•esented at the annual convention
of the National College •Press Asscciation which is being held this
week-end at the University ofN Kentucky, it was learned reliably tos
day.
"Faculty Supervision of College
Publications," and "College Advertising," are the two topics chosen
or the theme of discussion at the
xiwention, according to a story reeased in the Kentucky Kernel.
Prof. Victor R. Portman, chalrnan of tlie board of directors of
he N. C. P. A., will be general
chairman of the convention and
will arrange the program, assisted
by Niel Plummer, instructor in the
department of journalism.
The convention began yesterday
with registration and a smoker.
Today's meetings were to be given
over to discussion groups of the organizations and a dinner dance this
evening. Tomorrow morning will be
occupied with the business meeting
of the association and the election
of officers for the coming year.
After this meeting the delegates will
go to Louisville to attend the Kentucky Derby.
Albert W. Crumbaugh, editor,
who will be the representative of
the Progress, planned to leave for
he convention last night or early
this morning.
-O-

By GIBSON PRATHER
If campus enthusiasm may be
used as a standard by which a future event may be judged, the Junior Prom this year promises to be
the most brilliant social event ever
seen at Eastern. The dance, which
will climax the Eastern social season, will be held May 11, in the
small gymnasium.
Presiding over the affair as queen
will be Miss Shirley Miller, 19 year
old Mount Vernon beauty, who was
elected to this office In a recent
class election. She will be crowned
by Miss Mary Elston, last' year's
queen, and winner of this year's
Miss Eastern contest. The program
for the coronation ceremony Is in
charge of Mrs. Barnhill, faculty
class sponsor.
The music for the Prom will be
provided by Andy Anderson and
his orchestra, of Lexington.
Mr.
Anderson's band is composed of
eleven musicians, and has achieved
wide-spread popularity throughout
the state. He has played for more
dances at the University of Kentucky than any other band leader.
He has gained great popularity for
his arrangements of music in the
Fred Waring style. According to
those students who have heard him,
he is sure to be a great success
here,
:
Mr. Anderson himself is a star
basketball player at the University
of Kentucky, having played guard
on the varsity crew there last year.
Before entering the university, he
was an all-state man at Holmes
high school, Covington, Ky.
He
has been directing his present
orchestra for the past two years
and has rapidly developed into one
of the leading maestros in the state.
He has broadcast over WHAS and
WCKY, and has played for many
dances In central Kentucky. This
will be his first appearance in Richmond.
The decorations for the gym had
not been decided at the time of this
writing, but it was thought probably
that a false celling of crepe paper
would be put up. With the lights
shining through and casting a colored glow over the gym, and with balloons floating up against the celling, the effect would be beautiful
a.-: well, as pretentious.
Accompanying Miss Miller at her
coronation will be »Claybourne
Stephens,, Junior class president.
Her attendants will be Miss Dorothy Tyng, Richmond, and Miss
Evadean Squires, Wh*<esburg, who
were runners up in the election for
queen. After the ball is over, Miss
Miller, according to campus tradition, will write her name inside of
the crown, and will put it away to
await the next queen.

^eaturirc- the Junior Prom, which
will be held Friday night, May 11,
will be the coronation of Miss
Shirley Miller, above, illustrious
beauty from Mt. Vernon, who was
chosen Prom Queen in the recent
class election by a vote of 53-17.
Attending Miss Miller will be Miss
Evadean Squires, Whitcsburg, and
Miss Dorothy Tyng. Richmond.
The coronation ceremonies will
take place at 10 p. m, starting
with the grand inarch and closing
with the crowning of the new
queen at the throne by last year's
favorite, Miss Mary Elston, Campbellsburg.

RABBI SPEAKS
AT ASSEMBLY
Louisville Jewish Temple
Head is Heard at Eastern Chapel

PASSION PLAY DR. R. W. MILES NEW GERMANY IS TOPIC
DRAWS CROWD TO BE HERE

CHAIRMAN
SELECTED

Van Peursem Goes
To Convention

Dr.DonovanSpeaks
in Terre Haute, Ind.

MM

WILL HONOR
MISS MILLER
IN CEREMONY

Lexington Pastor Will Be
Chapel Speaker Monday
As Guest of Y. M.
CAMPUS RELIGION TOPIC
Speaking on "A Religion for College Students," Dr. Robert W- Miles,
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church, Lexington, will appear in
the college assembly Monday as
guest of the Y. M. C. A., according
to information released today by
Sam Beckley, president of the campus organization.
Dr. Miles was the after-dinner
speaker at the recent annual banquet of the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.
here. According to Mr. Beckley,
Dr. Miles is widely known on college campuses thruout the South,
where he has held regular preaching services.
Having done his undergraduate
work at Davidson College, the Lexington pastor received his Bachelor
of Divinity degree from Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va.,
and his Doctor of Divinity degree
from Washington and Lee University.
For two years Dr. Miles served as
student secretary at Davidson College and for a year and a half was
University Secretary of the Southern Presbyterian Church.
Dr. Miles is in his third pastorate at Lexington, having been
four years at the First Church,
Auburn, Ala., and seven years at
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
Lynchburg.
The speaker has been on the faculties of the Y. M. C. A. and Y.
W. C. A. at Blue Ridge, N. C, and
lias had preaching services on such
ampuses as Virginia Military In.titute, Davidson, Agnes Scott, East•rn Carolina Teachers College, and
Randolph Macon.
O

Michelson Is New
Canterbury Head
Donald Michelson, Springfield,
was elected to head the Canterbury
club next year with Exie May
Skaggs, vice-president, and Fay
White, secretary, in a dinner meeting held In the recreation room of
Burnam Hall Tuesday night.
Plans were laid for the next regular meeting of the club which will
be given over to a program of two
one-act plays, written by members.
The tragedy to be enacted was
written by Bob Keene, while the
comedy was written by Donald
Michelson and Mary Ann Patton.
In addition, a picnic for the club
members Is also being planned.
Tuesday night Dr. Clark leviewed
a book on "Contemporary American
Literature and Religion." by Luccock, and) the members discussed informally recast books which they
had read. 9

"Democracy Is a decadent form
of government, a failure, a government of weaklings, and leads to
ruin, according to the authorities of
the new German government," said
Dr. Joseph Rauch, rabbi of Temple
Adath Israel, Louisville, in an address at Eastern Teachers College
Wednesday morning, April 25, at
the assembly hour. His subject was
"The New Germany, a Peril to
Democracy."
People are considered little better
than slaves who need masters, Dr.
Rauch said, and pointed out that
this theory would lead to a regime
of aggressive terrorism. Unemployment ills of Germany are attributed
to the fact that Jews have held
positions in the country which
others might have held, and yet,
Dr. Rauch declared, if the entire
Jewish population of 600,000 were
employed there would be 9 or 10
million Germans still unemployed.
"I sometimes wonder what Germany would have been had it not
been for my people," Rabbi Rauch
said, calling attention to the accomplishments of the Jews in art,
literature, music, science, and other
fields.' By prohibiting anything of
Jewish origin or development, the
Germans prohibit the use of insulin,
the tuberculin test and treatments
for many diseases, he declared, as
well as the New Testament and
even God.
"If Jesus of Nazareth appeared
in Germany today Ho would be an
outcast because He too happened to
be a Jew," said Dr. Rauch. "The
same would be true of Joseph and
Mary and others we have been
taught to love and honor.
"Jews are denied the right to
earn their living and are considered outcasts. The same policy Is
being applied to anyone who happens to have the opinion and has
the courage to express the opinion
that the highest purpose In life is
not destruction, but that peace Is
infinitely more to be desired than
war.
"Loving Germany, and loving
Germans, I love the country .with
an Intense hope that she will yet
make herself true to her great
traditions and that she will again
be worthy of our love and respect,"
said Dr. Rauch.
O

June Graduating
Class Is Listed
The list of seniors expecting to
participate in the June commencement exercises were announced this
week by Mr. M. E. Mattox, registrar, and the names have been
posted upon the various bulletin
boards over the campus.
It was requested that, in the case
of any omissions, such omissions
would be brought immediately to
the mind of the registrar in order
that the proper corrections might
be made.
In all, the list of graduates this
spring includes 65 seniors, out of a
class of approximately 128: A large
number will take part in the August commencement.

612 CHILDREN
GET RIBBONS
Child Health Day Ceremonies
Held At Eastern
Gymnasium
119

FROM

BEREA

Child Health Day was celebrated
yesterday at the Weaver gymnasium
at Eastern Teachers College with
blue ribbon awards being awarded
612 children while another 108 children eligible to receive the awards
were not present for the celebration.
Of the group 241 children were
from Madison High School, 128
from Eastern Training School, 119
from Berea High School and seven
from Berea Training School. Other
schools represented were White
Hall, Miller, Red House, Union and
Waco High Schools.
Wallaceton, a rural two room
school, with 'an enrollment of 75,
had 50 children who had passed
the physical requirements entitling
them to blue ribbons. Mrs. D. R.
Phillips and Miss Mary Ann Rogers,
teachers at Wallaceton school, gave
a special health program yesterday
morning at the gymnasium, The
program was supervised by Dr. L.
C. Cole man and Dr. LeweUyn Morrow.
Following the program games
were enjoyed by the children under
the supervision of Dr. J. D. Farris,
T. E. McDonough and other teachers and students at Eastern Teachers College.
Yesterday afternoon a Child
Health Program for colored school
children was held at the Richmond
Colored* High School. Blue ribbon
awards were given 96 children.
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brought to Hiram Brock auditorium, emergency measure. It should help he demonstrated his ability to keep
\
Learn To Care for Babies
we were gratified when we observed to bring about the effective opera- up with the times, although, in
tion
of
the
new
school
code,
and
successfulness,
especially
In
the
lothe extremely large number of students in attendance at the recent It should serve to bring Kentucky cal case, the investigation panned
Kentucky State Teachers CoUege. presentation of the "Passion Play," out of its educational quagmire.
out in the usual manner. InvestiRichmond, Ky.
O
gations are quite the vogue.
by the Freiburg Players, brought
How
Much
for
Schools
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
to Richmond under the auspices of
Association
The Flor-Ala reflects that the
the Rotary Club.
There Is very little danger that NRA and CWA seem recently to
Entered as second-class mall matter We cannot help believing that Kentucky, ranking almost at the
have been classed under the headat the Richmond Postoffice
Eastern's student body fully real- bottom in comparison with othei
ing of Public Futilities.
. '. .
ized the opportunity which was states, will spend too much for eduEDITORIAL STAFF
Albert Crumbaugh—Editor-ln-Chlef thelra. That they took advantage cation.
One of the best definitions that
Mary Elston
Associate Editor of such an opportunity was clearly Prof. D. Y. Dunn, superintendent we have ever seen for courtship
Gibson Prather
News Editor
Bob Mavlty
SporU Editor shown by the support given the of Fayette county schools and appeared in the Baltimore Sun the
Lillian Bower
Re-write Editor Rotary Club thru the purchase of president of the K. E. A., the or- other day. It said, "Ooutrship conDean W. Rumbold. Faculty Sponsor over 600 student tickets on the
ganization that has done more than sists of a man's chasing a woman
ADVERTISING STAFF
campus. The students are to be any other to awaken Kentucky to until she catches him."
Lloyd Dykes
Manager commended for the attitude and
its school needs, declares that a
Irona Ashley
Solicitor
Mildred Cecil
Solicitor appreciation shown, and we are sure per capita of not less than $12 is And then there was the inebrite
The above cut portrays "The e: s and babies, and what should be
that the Rotary Club made no mis- needed.
who put a penny in the fire alarm, Baby's
CIRCULATION STAFF
Bath," an activity In the done In emergencies or accidents.
Donald Mlchelson
Manager take In providing them with a rea- The legislature's interim commit- locked up at the town clock, and class taught at Eastern on home It Is essential, says the Eastern
Clifford Schulte..Assistant Manager sonable rate of admission for the
through the authorisation of the health department, for women to
tee has compared the prospects of exolaimed, "My I've ..lost twelve hygiene
Minor Clark....Exchange Manager
and care of the sick, given know something of the care (or the
matinee performance.
American Red Cross. On comple- sick since a large percentage of Illa $9 per capita with a $12 per pounds!"
tion of the course a certificate Is ness must be handled in the home.
REPORTOHIAL STAFF
Brought here as a means toward capita.
awarded to those meeting the re- "By knowing how to care for sickGeorge Reynolds
financing a worthy cause, that of Such a discussion, however, is like We heard of another one the quirements.
ness one will prevent spreading
Bess Walker
other day on the proverbially dumb Preparing women and girls to communicable diseases, the result
aiding
cripple
children,
the
Freia
discussion
would
be
between
perLouise Rowlette
care for the sick In the home, the being less sickness and better
Joe Hennessey
burg Players gave a performance sons starving to death on a desert freshman who thought that a course also teaches care of moth- health."
Ruby Watson
of Intrinsic splendor——one long to island as to whether they prefer steeple chase meant running around
Alma Sams
prose fiction. It is a novel of hu- study. They are pieces of equipJeanne Ireland
be remembered in this community. corn beef and cabbage to caviar and a church belfry.
man emotion and character whose ment essential to you, in order that
Edrhond Hesser
Eastern was fortunate Indeed 'In whether they had rather be resroots penetrate deep Into Kentucky you may build yourselves a greater
Margaret Rhodes
It Is said that pay phones have soil.
and nobler Intellectual structure.
Edwinna Murray
having the play booked on Its cam- cued by a steamboat or a sailboat.
been removed from the dorms of "The People's Choice," by Herbet A great opportunity of priceless
Dorothy Rich
pus. For those students who missed Kentucky's schools now arc faced
is a candid inquiry into the educational advancement is gloriPauline Coy
Columbia University because the Agar,
personalities of our president.
ously dawning upon you. Arise
the play, we know that they missed with a starvation diet. There are
students used shoelace tips instead "America In the Pacific," by F. from your slumber and carry your
an experience vital to their lives. some schools now paying teachers
Dulles, discusses a century of intellectual flag to new pavilions
Progress Platform
cf nickels. We suppose a hint to R.
expansion
of Old Glory.
of glory and splendor.
$30
a
month.
They
may
be
able
But
for
those
who
saw
it
and
comThe creation of a professional spirit
the
wise
Is
superfluous.
"Women
and Wealth," by Mary
among students of education.
to
remain
open
only
two
or
three
prehended Its significance, appreS. Branch, shows that women do
An active Alumni Association. ciated Its fullness, there can be no months In a year, even at that The Rocky Mountain Collegian not earn or Inherit, they control
to a large degree.
Student participation In govern- regret.
rate, unless something is done.— makes the- assertion that if all the Space will not permit comments
ment.
Wyoming U. students who cut Wed- about all of these valuable books.
Encouragement of lntra-mural ath- We were delighted also with the Lexington Herald.
Many other marvelous works are
letics.
C>
nesday morning eight o'clock classes lscluded such as "Liberalism in the A big gang of Eastern co-eds have
way In which the play packed the
by Dabney; "A Diary of been congregating recently in a cerauditorium both for the afternoon The Glee Club Scores a Hit recently were laid end to end they South,"
the
Voyage
of H. M. 8. Beagle,"
millinery shop down in the
Should We Pass the Hal? and for the evening performances.
would reach back to the president's by Charles Darwin; "John Sevler," tain
McKee building—And, the attracUndoubtedly one of the best atby Driver; "Complete Works of tion is easy to see, for it is simply
ball of the eve before.
Richmond did not have to be
Chaucer," collected by Robinson, the charming head wear that
Dr. Donovan in speaking to the
tractions presented at-the K. E. A
awakened nor coaxed Into attendand "Thrills of the Naturalist's
group of,Eastern people assembled
was given by Eastern's two musical While college man is getting a Quest," by Detmars, while "Uncle everyone finds there—ONE LOT
a
BLACK AND BROWN NAVY HATS
ance, nor did the people of Madifor an Eastern breakfast on "the
groups, the Madrigal Club and the liberal education, says the Ken- Sam's Attic," by Davis, Is an ex- AT K PRICE—
son county, while the campus was
tremely scholarly production, disJust the Und to catch the eye
Roof Garden of the Brown hotel
Men's Glee Club. With a splen- tucky Kernel, his father is getting cussing the'eountry of Alaska.
of the CAMPUS ROMEO, and just
honored with the presence of large
made the statement that Kentucky
did account of themselves in all ol an education in liberality.
Students of Eastern, these won- the kind that marks one with that
numbers of school children from
derful and vigorous books deserve much desired smartness and style.
should not be forced to pass the
the programs on which they apO
your careful consideration and —Adv.
many of the graded and high school
hat.
peared, the two clubs scored a dedistricts of the county wlw^welled
Referring to the critical plight the audience to even greater pro- cided hit and were well received.
Particularly did they compliment
of Kentucky's schools and relief
portions.
MARTHA WASHINGTON
NUNNALLY'S
it in their program over station
agencies caused by the lack of acO
ELMER'S
in N their program over station News cemes frcm Lake Herringtion in their behalf at the recent
ten, the mecca of anglers, of an
The K. E. A. and the
At Prices You Want to Pay When
WHAfl,, Well directed and well illustrious fishing party which Inmeeting of the legislature, EastRemembering
the Dearest of AD Friends
Sales
Tax
blended ^voices rendered tuneful cluded a noted Kentucky educator
ern's president aroused his hearers
Orders
Mailed
Anywhere
Charges Free.
and
certificate-approving
official.
to the fact that, unless a special In going on record favoring a Southern music along with semi- The said official Is reported to have
session takes specific action, the vi- sales levy by voting in the dele- classic , compositions in a manner caught a sardine of almost pitiful
proportions. Much elated, he cried,
tal agencies of Kentucky's govern- gate assembly at Its recent con- which befit Eastern's music depart- "What shall I do with him?" It
Corner Main and Second
Richmond, Ky.
>vso happened that a student (?T of
ment wiy be forced to cease their vention a resolution favoring the ment.
v1
Eastern
was
fishing
nearby,
and
activities on July 1. and Kentucky passage of sales and Income levy, No better advertising" Jor Eastern noting the glee of the state college
will either be left without the serv- the Kentucky Education Association could have been accomplished. official, snappily answered, "Give
a standard certificate and
ices of these agencies for the next broke a long-time precedent and The clubs made a decided contri- him
throw him back to!"
fiscal year, or it will be forced to entered the field of Kentucky poli- bution to the college. They are to The members of the Men's Glee
be thanked sincerely for the excel- Club were quite surprised the other
beg for the support of them.
tics.
while they were singing In
lence with which they conducted day
Dr. Donovan presented his facts
chapel. They felt a certain emptiNaturally criticism has been their musical procedure.
ness In the baritone section, and
clearly when he Implied that there hurled at the educators for their
couldn't, quite discern what was
O
Is no need whatsoever for Ken- action. The sales tax measure Is
lacking. As eyes wandered during
lucky to be classified as a pauper extremely unpopular with a large Congratulations to Dr. Payne the course l%of the program, the
star baritone was noticed perched
state, It is evident that there Is number of Kentucklans and antl- Upon his election to the office of on a seat in the balcony. The verwithin the state sufficient wealth Admlnlstratlonists. Regardless of executive head of the Kentucky itable Chailiapin -r was quoted as
saying that the reason he didn't
that it shoud not have to "pass what merits such a levy might pos- Education Association, Dr. John want to sing In the chapel program
the hat." But, the lamentable situ- sess, its advocatlon by the K. E. A. Howard Payne, president of More- was because he met a physical education class the hour before chapel,
ation is that those charged with might have been expected to bring head State Teachers College, is to and that he didn't want to mess
his nice new suit in those nasty
Youthful Styles, lots
the passage of vital legislation are to that organization a certain be congratulated.
old gym lockers.
and have been concerned more amount of rebuff.
It Is with genuine pleasure that Little did the audience which,
of bright bows, ascots!
with factional discussions and self- But, if we are to look at the we, as a student paper of a sister saw "They All Want Something"
realize
that
behind
the
scenes
a
ish political motives than with situation from the angle that there institution to Dr. Payne's school, real, tragic drama was going on.
seeking the public welfare.
Merrill," In brave trouper
was little else for the organization have the opportunity to express our "Jack
fashion, proved that he was a true
Whatever may have been the ac- of Kentucky teachers to do In order gratification upon seeing such a "Pagllaccl" when he came out on
tual background for the existence to save the schools from the im- noble educator ascend to an office the stage sporting a broken nose,
and went bravely ahead to say his
of the present crisis, it is certainly pending crisis that faced them on that Is so becoming to him and to three lines. . . . Another Inside
view of the recent production: So
to be hoped that the tables will July 1. it is not so difficult to un- his ability.
inspired did "Annabelle Jones" bebe cleared for constructive work'derstand why the K. E. A. took Well known In this community come that she went so far as to
during the special session, when- the stand which it did. Obviously as formerly superintendent of Madi- plant a big. luscious kiss on old
Kilbournc's face, when all the
ever it is called. It Is to be hoped there was some dissension among son High school. Dr. Payne can man
role called for was to put her arms
that the stench which arose after the members of the K. E. A. as- draw only the friendliest feeling around him. ... A campus wiseremarked that It was quite
the regular session will have passed sembly. All did not favor the ac- from those around Richmond who heimer
These "little money" dresses have
shocking that "Mr. and Mrs. Kilinto cbllvlon and that partisan tion which was voted. Yet, the have eagerly watched his progress bcurne" got together and raised
the right fashion points! Dark
"Kane."
deadlocks may give way to sound opinion has been expressed here as an educator.
crepes with print accents, vivid
O
reasoning and harmonious attain- that, had there been a better course To be named president of the
prints with contrasting touches or
ment, based with consideration for open to the K. E. A., it most cer- K. E. A. by an exceptionally strong
with white, plain skirts with print
those whom the legislators are tainly would have sought that vote as he was not only speaks for
tops—choose from this fresh, new,
serving.
bright collection.
course.
Dr. Payne, but it also speaks well
And, although the job which the Contrary to some opinion, al- for the institution In which he Is
By GEORGE R. REYNOLDS
Sizes for Misses and Women.
legislature has before it at the spe- though we were led to believe that a leader. His office brings an un- Many new books of tremendous
cial session seems to be under- the K. E A. fell victim to the In- usual honor to Morehead Teachers merit have recently been added to
library. Some of these books
standable enough, public-spirited trigue of a clever political plot as College and we rejoice in the rec- our
should be read by every student
members of this institution can re- presented the state by the Admin- ognition of that honor.
who desires to be truly educated.
There Is. for Instance, a novel
member that only by continuously istration group in order to secure
O
entitled "Rldgeway," by Francis
impressing the legislators with the support for the sales levy, the eduMEHITABLE SAYS
Renard, which Is a masterpiece and
which marks an epoch in modern
Job at hand will the desired ac- cators are not delving Into the
We were disappointed in not seetion be had and will the Common- field of politics merely to save theli
ing
the comment in some paper's
wealth be saved for those who are salaries. We cannot help feeling
editorial
columns to the effect that,
to follow afterward.
that members of the K. E. A. have
when
insull
left Greece, he reO
a broader Interest In view and that
the salvation of the children of marked: "Well', Abyssinia!"
* A Gratifying Observation
Kentucky Is first in mind
The Progress wishes to express
As a sort of dispute to the con- This mucn can be said for the Its appreciation for the interest
ception that Eastern students are sales tax: if properly administered, shown recently by one of the camdisinterested In highly classical and it may become a more equable' pus" prominent students In making
highly enlightening programs that .'tax than the state has known here- one of his private Investigations
from time to time have beenltofore. It Is nothing more than an Into the paper's affairs. At least
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WAFFLE SUPPER
Miss Mary Kins Bunier ant
mother entertained with a waffle
supper at their home in the Goodloe apartments last week the table
service class and the Junior and
senior girls of the home economics
department. After the supper,
bridge and other games were played.
Those who enjoyed the hospitality
were Elva Marie Miller, Florence
Owens, Inez Taylor, Wlllena Tolbert, Barbara Alexander, Clara Mae
Nelson, Katherine Miracle, Margaret
Mandt, Ohna Hagan, Martha Jane
Locke, Pauline Ooatley, Flossie
Runyon, Mrs. Mae Conley, Mrs.
Maurine Deaton, and Mrs. Bally
Kimbler.

-
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Reducing Illiteracy in Russia
is Held as Great Achievement
by Rauch in Talk on Soviets

week-end with friends in Lexington.
Miss Katherine Wilkjns spent the
week-end at- her home- in Covington.
Minn Krcelle. Sanders spent the Although as late as 1917, 91 per and church as these agencies had
week-end with her mother at her cent of the Russian people could oaeu toward tnem. This was rehome near Danville. ■
i>ot sign their name that ratio has gamed as the explanation of the
attitude toward the church
Miss Marjorie Smith was with almost been reversed and It is now nostlie
inat yet prevails. None of the royrelatives in Corbln for a several clH-med that 90 per cent of the
population Is literate, said Dr.' al lamliy escaped. The cruelty of
days 'visit.
Rauch, Rabbi Adath Israel tne Russian masses is sometning
Austin Karrod and George Cook Joseph
Temple, Louisville, In an address tnelr masters taught them, was
spent the week-end with their par- at
a banquet of ttu World Affaiis tne conclusion oi uc. Raucn.
ents in Shelbyvllle.
Officials Are Honest
Club
at Eastern Teachers College
Miss Neva Park has returned from Tuesday
In discussing the Soviet governnight, April 24.
a several days stay with friends in
pointed out tnat alEven critics concede that Russia ment it itwas
Winchester.
is oppressive and often
has attained 80 per cent literacy, though
Miss Lillian Wells was a recent said the speaker as he spoke on cruel, no public official has ever
charged with graft. The
visitor in Nlcholasvule.
"Russia: An Experiment in New been
ENTERTAIN FOB DR. PIIELAN
salary of Stalin is only 900 rubles
Harold Mulllns has returned from Human Relations".
The Table Service Class of the a visit with friends in Louisville.
a month, only about (450 a month
Two forces which had kept the
home economics department enterMiss Willie Mae Curtis spent the populace of Russian In ignorance at normal exchange rates, now
tained Thursday with a luncheon past week-end with her parents,
much less. Men and women are
had been the Czarlst government working for a pittance, suffering
In honor of Dr. Annette Phelan.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sterling
Curtis,
in
and
the
official
religion
of
Russia.
Those present were: Dr. Annette
lor the ideal which has been inThe palace and church combined to stalled in them.
Phelan, Mrs. H. L. Donovan, Dr. Crab Orchard.
Miss
Blanche
Wimble
spent
th»
keep
Russians
in
abject
poverty
and Mrs. J. D. Parrls, Miss Marie
The ruthless atutuoe was illusL. Roberts, Miss Lilly Kohl, Mr. and week-end of April 31 with relatives and Ignorance, said the speaker latecj by the view of an official who
whose last visit to the land of the wiien questioned about a million
Mrs. M. E. Mattox, Dr. and Mrs. in Danville.
W. C. Jones, Mrs. Emma Y. Case, Miss Dixie Jones spent the week- Soviets was last summer.
people naving starved in the UkNeither the Czar nor church raine,
Miss Ruth Dix. Miss Mary K. Bur- end with relatives near Berea.
replied "Russia can i unction
Miss
Pearl
Buchanan
returned
showed
any
mercy
toward
the
peorler, Mrs. Dan Conally, Misses
just as well with 179 million people
Sunday,
April
33,
from
Birmingham
ple
and
when
revolt,
hastened
by
Florence Owens, Barbara Alexanas with 180". It was explained
der, Wlllena Tolbert, Katherine where she attended the meeting of the war, overthrew the old order, tnat the million who starved had
the
people
were
as
merciless
In
their
Miracle, Margarete Mandt, Pauline the Southern Assocation of Teachthe government plan of colattltude toward the government resisted
Ooatley, Virginia Oanaway, and ers of Speech.
lective farming, refused to surrenDr. and Mrs. J. D. Farris have
Ohna Hagan.
der their property and Join in the
After the luncheon Dr. Phelan returned from a few days' stay in til three o'clock that afternoon plan.
Half the agricultural land
Louisville.
gave a lecture to Miss Burrler's
showing BESSIE BAUMOARDNER nas been collectivized and Is being
home economics class 103 on "The Mr. Herschel McKinley, graduate the town, while the alumni was farmed with modern machinery.
Care of the Eye." She especially of Eastern and now a member of about ready to organize a posse to with which to further progress of
brought out the means by which the house of representatives, from search for the papers
DONALD the plan for a machine developdefective of children eyes could be Owensboro, was a recent visitor on MICHELSON turned both orator ment.
detected by the teacher in the the campus.
and connoiseur of dainty handker- Recognition By V. S. Peace Aid
school room.
T. E. McDonough has returned chiefs, according to one report....
Extending of diplomatic recognifrom Cleveland, Ohio, where he at- On the other hand, business seemed tion to Russia by the United States
DR. PHELAN VISITS EASTERN tended the national convention of to be picking up with ED HESSER, is regarded by the Soviets as her
Dr. Annette Phelan, eye specialist the American Physical Education who collected a choice supply of greatest single blessing. It has refor the National Society for the Association;
souvenirs during his two days In the duced the danger of war with
Prevention of Blindness, was a visiO
Japan and minimized necessity for
Falls City^^
tor on the campus during the past
• • •
armaments and defense activities.
week, inspecting lighting conditions
While most other side organiza- Dr. Rauch expressed the opinion
in the dormitories and lecturing to
tions represented at the K. E. A. that peace in this quarter of the
several college classes.
held their meetings at the differ- world had been materially aided
Leaving for New York, the latter
ent hotels, numerous charter mem- by resumption of diplomatic relapart of the week. Dr. Phelan said
bers of the K. I. P. A. were to be tions with the United States.
that she plans a return trip to Easseen at a gathering in one of the The Soviet government is defitern this time next year, when she Another annual convention of the more popular theaters on Third nitely against religion.
Many of
will make another similar study.
K E. A. has come and gone, and street.
the finest churches have been apas usual, it. was reported that "a big
• • •
propriated and converted into musMisses Caroline Hugo and Melva time was had by all.'—Just what Another rather amusing observa- eums in which is displayed anti reWalker spent the past week end at the statement implies, we would not tion we made was in one of the ligious propoganda. The governtheir homes in Bellevue.
hazard a guess, but we did get
cafeterias one morning ment makes It hard to be religious.
Visitors on the campus last Fri- around We would be expected to Louisville
while
we
were
breakfasting—Two The government, is the employer
day included the mother and sister go places and see things
Here K. E. A. delegates, attired In the and it is ester to get a Job if one
of Miss Zerelda lake, Miss Lake are some of them:
fashions of spring, and fresh is in the good graces of governreturning with them to her home Perhaps one of the best revela- latest
daisies, came nonchalantly In to ment officials. Opposition to the
In Springfield, where she spent the tions that came our way was the as
the eating place, passed the check government is not tolerated. The
week-end.
discovery that RABBI WISE is pos- machine, failed to heed the advice cnarge for elecrlclty with which to
Misses Shirley and Dorothy Mil- sessed with an illustrious physique of the cashier about taking a check light a church is 30 per cent greater
ler spent the week-end at their ....That is. he certainly demon- along with them, and seated them- than for home lighting. The viewhome in Mt. Vernon and attended strated his physical prowess when selves very stylishly at a table to was expressed that the religion
the Beta Formal at Centre College, he boldly forced a Jammed door mETtFioS fifteen mainutes"be": f^&S&JhXSL&t
back stage of Memorial auditorium fore discovering that they were in a faith in which the people can be
Danville.
happy.
Miss Evaoean Squires spent the previous to his appearance on the a self-service Joint—
program Another good story had
Dr. Rauch said he saw no well
• • •
to do with a reporter for one of the
dressed
men or women in Russia.
Louisville papers, who was sent to Questions That Remain in Mind: Members of the outstanding orchWhat
were
BOB
SALYERS
and
\ Interview DR RICHMOND, spendestra, giving a concert in the lead/
ing the entire afternoon in conver- DR DONOVAN doing out at 3:00 a. ing theater, all great artists, were
in?...How
did
JACK
ALLEN
spend
sation with the educator in the lobdressed like beggars and ditch digby of the Brown before actually the reported $8.75 at Brown Roof gers.
discovering that this was the man when the cover charge happened to Freedom is in Russia to stay, is
from whom he was to extract a sto- be but fifty cents on the particular the conclusion of Dr. Rausch after
ry....It remained for another to night that he took his date way up a close study of the Soviets. The
Was It because those recome along and speak to the super- there?
government started out to have
j intendent before the bewildered re- turning from K. E. A. were broke nothing to do with capitalism and
that the Milestone dance was not
i porter could get his bearings.
so well attended?... .Who circulated now it wishes capitalism would have
• • •
more to do with It. But the Soviet
And we were told that the K. E. all the stories that have been heard system will continue to be essenon
the
campus
since
K.
E.
A.
and
A. Ball, which was disguised by betially socialistic, was the opinion
ing called a Reception, turned out how much truth is there to them? expressed.
...
.Who
actually
got
Jobs
at
K.
E.
to be more than a huge success,
Only those persecuted are those
with an oveflowing crowd present A?
who disagree with the government.
• • •
....It had been planned, according
There is no free press nor free
to the report, that those who were About the Campus: Now to turn speech. Dr. Rausch said that the
our
eyes
on
the
campus
and
away
thought to have scruples would
newspapers were under strictest
either have gone home by Friday from the memories of the big city, censorship, could publish only that
night, or else gone to bed long be- we find that the reason ED HILL which the government permitted.
SHIRTS and SHORTS
fore the time set for the Ball.... has been so eager to accompany He read in Russian newspapers
BOB MAVTTY to have Bob's finger
^ ^^ s the Umte<1
• • .*
Better looking, better materials,
SEE. as
,?H1„„,°,„, as
thin™
oa ridiculous
0, mm
Then it was observed that three dressed is none other than the at- States
some, things
better made, yet only
Easternltes, Including JOE DEN- tractive nurse, KATHLTEN WELSH he had read in American papers
NIS, MOON MULLINS and the ....The JOE HEDOES-MARJORIE about Russia.
EDITOR OF THE PROGRESS, SMITH combine seems to be one of The speaker said reports that
women have been nationalized in
turned piano movers, or they were the strongest of recent date.
• • •
Russia are untrue. Marriage and
enlisted into service at the audia garment
torium before the entire K. E. A. RANDOM SHOTS: HELEN, OAR- divorce Is easy, but in the main,
assembly on Wednesday night, to DINER attributes her recent sun- the Russian family life is decent
clear the stage at the conclusion of burn to DELBERT PAR-TOTS in- and wholesome.
fluence. .. .MISS OD3SON, upon In the educational scheme stress
the Glee Club program.
• • •
seeing a late picture of a sister fac- is placed on necessary information,
And DICK RICHARDS, who was ulty member, said that the peda- emphasis given to technical know"SMART
SMART STYLES" ^^
charged with delivering the K. E. A. gogue looked Just like DrLUNGER ledge. Russia believes that her
Main at Second
Progresses to their destination at ....And that reminds us ofa ru- salvation lies in perfecting a maEastern headquarters the first thing mor that HOLLIS MATHERLY chine civilization by which vast
Wednesday morning, when head- went all the way to Chicago to natural resources may be developed.
quarters opened, spent from the make DILLINGER a proposition... She is willing to withhold food from
\
hungry people in order to ex
/ time of his arrival in Louisville un- BETTY MARZ votes for night foot- her
ball at Eastern, especially on the port it in payment for machinery.
"greensward"
The most uncer- Russians are actuated by hopes
tain affair of the moment is that similar to those of the American
Of BOB MAVTTY and MARTHA revolutionists who had the vision
ORAY They're off and then to dream and the courage to sufthey're on... .Mostly off
And the fer in order to bring into being the
latest blonde Venus on the campus American government and hope to
remarked that TALLY DEWrTT establish a government in Russia
might as well be married for all the similar in its ideals and opportuncirculation he gets To the young ties, Dr. Rauch said In conclusion.
gentleman who asked both MIL- Dr. L. O. Kennamer presided at
DRED HANCOCK and JO KIN- the meeting. He Introduced RobPurchase any one of the delicious sandwiches served at
Martin, president of the World
bur Luncheonette and receive absolutely FREE your* CAID for a date on the same Sun- ert
Affairs Club, who presented Dr.
day
night,
we
advise
a
better
methchoice of drinks served at our soda fountain.
•
od of attack....DON WILLIAMS Rauch. Mrs. Rauch accompanied
goes home only once in two months her distinguished husband to RlhThis Special Offer la For Students and Faculty
■o that his beat girl will be glad to mond.
O
Members of Teachers College Only.
see him, but while here he and
BILL LAMKIN are trying to attract "DUTCH" TOLBERT... .And
then there was the boy who dreamed MILDRED BOYER kissed him
The Rexall Store
and woke up with a fever blister
HO, hum
BETSY ANDER- Announcements were posted this
CLIP OUT AND PRESENT AT LUNCHEONETTE
SON has been trying to reform week concerning the annual sophoMOON MULLTNS by feeding him more-senicr tests which will be
on angel food cake—Naughty given Monday and Tuesday of next
CURTIS FARLEY was caught read- week, and which, with the exceping the "Private Life of Marie An- tion of the August graduating class,
are to be taken by all sophomores
toinette."
• • •
and seniors now enrolled In EastWe Wonder: If OARVICE KJN- ern.
CAID ever got rid of the sign "Why The tests are a part of national
Carry Dirty Clothes?" which was survey being conducted by one of
DELICIOUS SODAES AND SUNDAES
placed on the car that he was driv- the major universities to determine
ing around Louisville
If EARL how much college sffcdcnts know.
HENDERSON is as he Is because They have been subsrlbed to by
he balls from Bethlehem... .if DIL- leading colleges and universities
LINUER will actually turn up at thruout the United States, Eastern
the Ohio State From as expected having subscribed last year.
by the "Green and White"....What Names of those people who are
East Main Street
~~: . -■
Phone 19 sign is more apropros than the one to take the testa and the hours
in Versailles which reads "Jimmie during which they are to be given i
Butts Inn."
are posted.
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THE GREATEST VALUES
IN OUR HISTORY
Full Cut, Wen Marfe 7t_
Pre-shrunk
Basket Weave
Men's Fast Color
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DRESS
SHIRTS
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Good Looking
Well Made Shirts
An Outstanding:
Value!

►

ACTUAL $1.50 VALUE

VALUES And What Values!
Women's Fast Color
COOL COTrtfoN

FROCKS

NS

Big Value ,

Style, Quality MMk
Workmanship t h A t
would make it a great
bargain at a much,
higher price.;

THE BIG FEATURE

TENNIS SHOES
Values Up To $1.00

1

Made of good canvas, heavy corrugated soles, side stays and toe reinforcements.
Remarkable Value —
-•..,.,.—-

B.V.D.

SOc

STANIFER'C

; ::

WOMEN'S and MISSES

SPORT OXFORDS
Amazing Style and Quality!
Unusually attractive. Sport or Street Oxfords, Yet
see how reasonably priced for this event I

11.79
Just When You
Need Them Most!
FINE QUALITY
FULL-FASHIONED
PURE SIF.K

COUPON FREE

This is Good For a 5c Drink Free
At Our Soda Fountain

PERRY'S DRUG STORE

Soph-Senior Tests
Given Next Week

HOSIERY

Worth Far More!
Lovely, dressy, full fashioned hosiery.
We never cut Quality regardless of Low Price. .
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WHEN DOWN TOWN VISIT OUR
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Maroons Fade Big Blue Nine For 4 to 2
GET REVENGE Introduce Women's C. E. UNION TRACK TEAM
ON KENTUCKY Sports at Eastern MEETS MAY 4 OPENS TODAY
To Meet Berea and Centre in
INHOMEBOUT
Triangular Event at
Stave Off Last Inning Rally
to Put Teams on
Par Rating
BRYANT GIVES 5

HITS

By BOB MAVITY
Air-tight pitching: and steady
support gave Eastern sweet revenge
last Saturday, when the. Maroons
staved off a last-inning rally to
down the University of Kentucky
Wildcats 4 to 2 at the local ball
yard. The Wildcats had trounced
the Eastern nine the previous Saturday at Lexington, and this victory gave the two schools a 50-60
rating.
Charlie Bryant was Coach Hembree's mound choice for the game
end Bryant proved his mettle by
turning in a masterful 5-hit tilt.
While he was wild at times, Bryant
always managed to withstand the
situation, either by good pitching,
or by receiving good fielding support from his teammates. Bryant,
up to the ninth inning, had allowed
but three scattered hits, all singles.
He fanned six batters and walked
a like number while Tony Slmone
the Wildcat pitcher, allowed 10
ringing blows, fanned 6 Maroons,
and passed but 1 man.
For the first three innings the
contest appeared to be a pitching
duel, but the Maroon swatsmen
climbed all over Slmone in the
fourth frame. Morris led off with
a single to left and Bray put him
down with a sacrifice nit. Morris
then pulled the Wildcat catcher for
a boner and stole third. R Settle
then singled to center to tally Mike
for Eastern's first run of the frame.
P. DeMoisey shot a hot single over
first, advancing Settle to third, and
Paul took second on the throw-in.
Frith put Settle over the pan with
a long fly to center. Brown ended
the fireworks by fanning the
breeze*.
I
In the sixth spasm, with one
gone, R. Settle doubled to left and
scored when P. Demoisey hit a tremendous swat to right for three
sacks for the Maroons. Demoisey
counted later on a Wildcat error.
This ended the scoring for the day
on Eastern's part but the home boys
had a good chance again in the
eighth stanza when three hits failed
to produce a run.
With two gone in the ninth, MatUngly reached first on Frlth's error,
Slmone doubled over Emerson's
head, E. Settle beat out an Infield
bit to score two markers for the
University team, but Thompson was
passed and Wilson was called out
on strikes to end the game.
Paul Demoisey, with a perfect
day, led the Eastern batters, and
Ted Frith and Joe Ollly put up
some sparkling defensive work.
BOX SCORE
Eastern
AB R H E
Ollly, rf
3 0 0 0
Emerson, rf
1 0 0 0
Morris, c
4 1 2 0
Bray, 2b
4 0 1 1
R Settle, If
4 2 2 0
Demoisey, cf
4 1 4 0
Frith, ss
4 0 1 2
Brown, lb
S 0 0 0
Cundlff, lb
1 0 1 0
Hines, 3b
3 0 0 1

Women's sports will be introduced here next fall, according to
a report from T. E. McDonough,
head of the department of physical
education. Several of the sports selected are badminton, Roque, and
battleboard tennis.
While attending the recent convention of the American Physical
Education Assoiation in Cleveland,
O., Mr. McDonough said that he secured in the sectional meetings several ideas which could be put Into
practice to improve the physical
education program at Eastern.
Mr. McDonough presided over one
of the sectional meetings in which
the delegates set up a standard "teacher training" curriculum,
which is expected to be used in a
large number of teachers colleges
in the next few years.
The physical education department, Mr. McDonough stated, also
hopes to give physical fitness tests
next year to determine the benefits of athletic training.

ROSE DEFEATS
CHICK TAYLOR
Given Decision in Six Round
Headline! of E Club
Fight Card
OTHER

BOUTS

DECIDED

Anticipate Close to Thousand
Young People to Attend Meeting

HEAR

NOTED

SPEAKER

Danville

VARSITY

IS

STRONG

With a long period of training
Nearly a thousand young people,
representing churches of all de- behind them, Turkey Hughes' band
nominations and creeds from all of track and field men will enter
sections of Kentucky, are expected the lists today against Berea and
to attend the annual convention of Centre College in a triangular afthe Kentucky Chrisitan Endeavor fair on the Centre cinderpath at
Union to be held here on May 4, Danville.
6 and 6.
Coach Hughes is depending on a
Plans for the entertainment of
the delegates have been completed handful of athletes to keep Maroon
and include addresses by Dr. A. W. and White in the scoring. HowFortune, pastor of the Central ever, there is some consolation in
Christian church, Lexington; Hon. that with the limited number of
Frederick A. Wallls, of Paris; Dr. track artists, there are men who
William J. Hutchins, president of are veterans of several cinder camBerea College, and Dr. Dunbar paigns. Naturally, it is not difficult for the Eastern track mentor
Ogden, of Pikeville.
Song services will be led by the to name his starting team.
The varsity squad boasts the
Rev. F. H. DeJong, of McKee, and
Dr. Howard E. Taylor, of Berea strongest array of runners in years.
College, will give two organ recitals. Such capable men as Pllle, MichelA banquet will be held on Saturday son, Mansfield, and Wilson will
night, May 5, at which Dr. Thomas make Eastern formidable in the
B. Talbot, of Danville, noted hum- track events.
orist, will be the principal speaker.
The outlook for success in field
A trip to Berea for the inspection events has been bolstered by the
of Berea College, famous mountain return of "Moon" Mulllns and
educational institution, will be a "Ichabod" Corns. Kelly Kirkland,
feature of the program.
Elmer Menlfee, and Ed Hill will be
The first afternoon of the con- assigned to the weight events.
vention will be devoted to reglsterThe freahmen have been irked by
atlon and assignment of delegates. the lack of jumpers and sprinters,
The opening business session will be and even though the yearlings are
held Friday night at the First not anticipating any great degree of
Christian church, which Is head- success this season, they are exquarters for the convention.
Dr. pecting championship results from
Fortune's address will be the high- Lloyd in the high hurdles, Edginglight of the opening session.
ton in the discus, and Ed Hesser
Mr. Wallls will speak at the Sat- in the half and mile.
urday morning session. The SaturO
day afternoon program will be the
Berea trip. The banquet will take
the place of the night program.
Sunrise services will be held Sunday morning and delegates will attend Sunday school and church of
their choice. Reports of committees
By BOB MAVITY
will be heard at the Sunday afterThis is the first edition of Sportsnoon meeting and special musical
and dramatic programs will be ography and we hope you like it;
if not, we don't give a hang.
given.
Sunday night a Union Christian
THE BOXING SHOW
Endeavor meeting will be held folThe recent boxing show was a
lowed by an organ recital and Dr.
Dunbar Ogden's address.
wow and was thoroughly enjoyed
C. Martin Ralley, of Lexington, by all present. That was the trouis president of the organization. ble—there weren't enough present
Other officers are Miss Drusla Al- to gratify the efforts of the "E"
rldge, Danville, vice president; Miss Club. There was a fair crowd, yes,
Elizabeth A. Brown, Paducah, sec- but it was made up of townspeople,
retary, and Elmer J. Schmled, who seem more interested in EastLouisville, treasurer.
ern and her athletes than does the
H. Bennett Farris, of Richmond the student body. The "E" Club
Is honorary chairman of the com- was trying to raise enough money
mittee on arrangements for the to buy sweaters and letters for the
convention and will make the wel- athletes who won them on the
coming address.
Miss Harriett gridiron and court this past seaKrick, of Richmond, is general son. We would advise the "E"
chairman of the committee on ar- Club that the best way to raise
rangements.
any funds for athletics is to organize a boy's needlework team and
have it perform. We have plenty
of material on the Campus for such
a team.

Water Carnival to
Be Held Tiies-Wed.
The annual spring water carnival
sponsored by the physical education
department and- .the Sigma Psi
Sigma will be held next Tuesday
and Wednesday, May 8 and 0. The
first night's performance Is for
townpeople alone. No students will
be admitted. Student night will be
May 9.
According to Mr. Talmadge Dewitt, president of Sigma Psi Sigma,
and chairman of the water carnival, students ranging from the first
grade of the training school thru
college will take part in the aqueous activities.
The program consists of comedy
diving, competitive dashes, and relays by each college class. In the
line of swimming art, water formations and swimming novelties will
be offered.
Each night's performance will
start promptly at 7:30. A small admission will be charged to cover
necessary expenses.

FOUR EASTERN
TEAMS CARDED
Baseball, Golf, Tennis and
Track Teams to See Action This Week
BALL GAME WEDNESDAY

SPORT CARD
IS CANCELLED
Pioneers Call Off Six Spring
Sports Events With
Maroons
MAY SCHEDULE LISTED
Because of lack of Interest, six
athletic meetings, In baseball and
tennis, as scheduled on Eastern's
card for this spring have been officially cancelled by Transylvania
University, a report today from the
department of physical education
stated.
A baseball game scheduled with
the Pioneers for April 26, which
was a tentative arrangement from
the start, was indefinitely postponed and then canceled, with the
game which was scheduled for May
36. The first game was to have been
played at Richmond and the latter
at Lexington.
Four tennis matches, also tentatively carded with the Lexington
institution for April 21 and 28 and
May 10 and 26, were the other athletic events to be cancelled.
The complete sports schedule for
the month of May follows:
May 8—Track, Centre and Berea,
at Centre.
May 5—Golf, U. of K., Lexington.
May 5—Tennis, Berea at Eastern.
May 8—Baseball,, U. of L. Eastern.
May 11—Tennis, U. of L, Eastern.
May 11—Baseball, Morehead, at
Morehead.
May 12—Golf and Tennis, Miami,
at Oxford, Ohio.
May 21—Track, State Championships at Berea.
May 26—Golf, U. of K. at Eastern.
O

Eastern baseball, tennis and golf
and track teams are all scheduled
to see action this week against four
different Kentucky colleges. The
baseball team was to meet Kentucky
Wesleyan here Wednesday afternoon; the tennis team plays Berea
here Saturday; the golf team plays
the University of Kentucky here
Saturday and the track team meets
Centre College at Danville Saturday.
This will be the first meet of the Junior Muncy and his Kentucky
season for the Eastern thinlies who Knights, a Richmond musical orare being coached by Coach Turkey ganization composed of Doniphan
Hughes, himself somewhat of a track Burrus, Jack Fife, Marshall Arman while at the University of buckle, Joe Owen and Alton Howell.
Kentucky not so many years ago. put on a 15-minute program of
Little is known of Eastern's popular dance music over WLAP,
strength on the cinder path as the Lexington, Saturday afternoon.
Maroons have not gone in for the Officials of station WLAP were
track and field sports much In past so pleased that they asked the
years. However, Coach Hughes has young musicians to give another
a good-sized squad and the men broadcast next Saturday afternoon.
have been working persistently.
The Maroon baseball team has
broken even in two games with the
University of Kentucky diamond
nine and was expeted to make good To the Editor:
Thru the Progress may I exshowing against the Methodists.
Eastern's (tennis team has not press my personal appreciation
been overly successful this year and for the admirable attitude and
is expected to drop Its match with splendid response that the stuBerea. The Mountaineers have a dents have shown in regard to
veteran tennis team and are un- cutting across the campus and
making unsightly paths In the
usually strong this year.
The golf match with the Univer- grass? Rarely do we see a stusity of Kentucky team is not defi- dent cutting across between the
nite since the University is having walks in front of the Health
some difficulty in persuading the building. There are still a few
■/
powers that be to finance golf this students who could display a
HOW ABOUT IT?
By ROY "JOSH" COSBY
year. The Maroon golf team has higher type of citizenship, espeThe vocational education bill,
Spring is here, so say the poets, broken even In two matches with cially about noontime at certain
carrying an annual appropriation and everyone is playing tennis. the University of Louisville team.
places n the campus.
of $3,000,000, has been passed by How would a little tournament suit
O
Thank you,
the
house'
of
representatives
ana
you? This column and the ProgJ. D. FARRIS.
W. P. Morgan, who will be commencement speaker here, was born sent to the senate, where it is ex- ress will try and arrange for one
on December 30, 1871, In Prairie pected to receive favorable action. just to see who the tennis champs
Creek Township, Indiana. He was Kentucky's share of this fund is are on the campus. You are the
judge and if we have enough signathe son of William RUey Morgan, $87,000.
WHITE SHOES
a farmer, and Nancy (Piety) Mor- Among those who spoke for the tures before Thursday, May 10, we
Pour members of the Y. M. C. A.,
gan. His grandfather Morgan was Ellzey bill was Congressman John will see what can be done. SION accompanied by Dr. J. T. Dorris,
of Welch and Irish descent, and Y. Brown, of Kentucky. In the up at the Progress office.
faculty sponsor, attended the State
Totals
34 4 11 4 came we3t with the early settlers of course of Mr. Brown's remarks, he
CLEANED LIKE- 'NEW"
Student Y. M. C. A. Retreat which
paid
high
tribute
to
SuperintendKentucky, later moving to Indiana.
was held at Camp Daniel Boone
TRACK, TENNIS, AND GOLF
Kentucky
AB R H E His grandfather Piety, was an Eng- ent James H. Richmond, referring
Our harriers are getting all during the week-end of April 27.
E. Settle, 2b
3 0 1 0 lishman whose father came to this to him as "a very able educator."
Thompson, cf
4 0 0 0 country during the Revolutionary Congressman Brown also expressed steamed up over their approaching These four students were Sam
Wilson, 3b
3 0 11 War, and pushed westward into hope that further aid to education meets and Coach Hughes expects Beckley, president of Eastern's Y.
M. C. A.; E. J. Warms, secretary;
Cloyd, ss
3 0 0 0 Kentucky.
would be considered before the end his boys to bring home the bacon, Pierce Warms and Minor Clark.
or whatever trackmen bring home.
Shearer, If
4 0 1 0
of this session.
Mr. Beckley is also president of Just Call for BUSTER at
Dr. Morgan received his A.B. deHornhorst, lb
4 0 0 0
A large number of congressmen One of the oldest and most widely
Gabbard, rf
2 0 1 0 gree from Indiana University 1000; spoke In favor of the bill and there spoken cracks made' by Burnam the State College Student Y. M. C.
group and chairman of the the Glyndon Barber Shop.
Mattingly, c
■.. 4 1 0 0 his Ph.M„ university of Chicago, seemed to be an unusual amount Hallers to their male escorts as A.
Slmone, p.
4 1 1 0 1000; and his DJH., Miami Univer- of interest in aiding the Smith- they walk toward the Health build- meeting at Camp Daniel Boone.
A retreat is being planned for
Bryant, p
3 0 0 0 sity, 1838.
Hughes work. The discussion of ing and notice the track team pracHe began his teaching career in his bill was one of those very un- ticing: "Clarence,■• what are those Eastern's Y. W. C. A and Y. M.
A. which will be held on May 11,
Totals
31 2 5 1 1888 and in 1895 was made head isual occurrences in the house boys doing out there in their under- C.
12, 13. All old officers of the two SPECIALS THIS WEEK
of the department of mathematics .vhere no one raised his voice wear?" Phooey!
FRESH CAUGHT FISH
clubs, new officers, and cabinet
In the city school of Terre Haute, against the measure. The interest
Eastern
000 202 OOx—4 11
Dcg Young, Doc Robinson, Tubby
Indiana.
In 1000 he went to the n this legislation was so great that Rollins, and Otto Brock seem about members will go on this retreat.
Kentucky ....000 000 002—2 5
Here Are Bargains:
State Teacher's College at Terre there was no recorded vote taken. the best in town so far as golf goes. The chaperones will be Dr. J. T.
RedBaas, per pound
„...12Kc
Dorris
and
Miss
Mary
Frances
McHaute as professor of mathematics Even congressmen don't lose sight The boys are playing some golf,
At Lexmrton
15c
Kinney, faculty sponsor of the Y. Black Bass, per pound
and
in
1806
was
made
superintenEastern
001000 120—4 0 4
of the advantage of having good and the next time they burn up the W. C. A. At this time definite Mullets, per pound
12 He
dent
of
schools
in
that
city.
After
Kentucky ....003 400 18x—16 13 3
cocks and informed farm hands.
local links some of our golfing fans plans for the work of the coming River Fish, per pound
16c
Batteries: Stephenson, Bryant, teaching in Chicago for a number
rhould venture out to see them year will be made.
O
Fresh
Fillets,
per
pound
.20c
Cundlff, Short and Morris; J. De- of years, in 1813, he was made
sock the pellet around.
Sunday evening, April 15, the Y. Chesapeake Bay Shad, per lb. 25c
president of the Illinois State
moisey and Mattingly.
.50c
E. T. Wiggins and Tommy Farris W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. had as Shad Roe, per pair
Teacher's College at Macomb, Illi25c
have been showing a good brand their speaker for vesper services Shrimps, per pound
nois, which position he now holds.
of tennis this year even though our Rev. J. S. Green, pastor of the Spanish Mackerel, per lb 20c
He was secretary of the American
netmen have been unable to cop a Methodist church of Lancaster, Ky. No. 1 Yellow Salmon, market
Association of Teacher's Colleges
price.
match so far. The rest of you boys The topic of his talk was "God's
from 1835 to 1838 and was president
1 Bine Salmon, market price.
of that organization in 1838.
FRANKFORT. Ky.—James H. had better start playing some ten- Plan for My Life." After this talk No.
Milk-fed Dressed Poultry—Broil He is a member of Phi Delta Richmond, superintendent of pub- nis too or Uncle AL PORTWOOD Rev. Green preached the evening
en, Hens, Ducks, Guineas,
lic Instruction, spoke on the will start one of his punting parties service at the local Methodist
Kappa, and Alpha Epsilon.
Capon, Turkeys.
(do
you
cet
It?)
and
they
are
emAside from Boone and his comchurch.
needs
of
the
schools
and
proO
LIVE GOLDFISH
O
panions and the Spaniards, John
posed revenue measures over sta- barrassing.
Finley was the earliest white visRESOURCEFULNESS
tion . WHAS on Thursday, May 3.
itor to the country east of what is
HERE AND THERE
A girl student at Southwestern
His subject wti "Needed Revenues
now known as Madison county.
for Schools."
Teddy Frith is the best orator on University entered the dean's office,
PHONE 431
Finley, In 1767, while on an expeIn his address. Dr. Richmond the baseball team. . . . Jim Brown borrowed five cents for a phone
dition made for the dual purpose
discussed various tax measures says he was saving his hits for the call, and asked the secretary to add WE DELIVER —TRY US NOW
of hunting and trading with the
which have been proposed and next game and that accounts for it to her tuition.—Cardinal.
Indians, came along a route called Roy "Josh" Cosby, listed among pointed out their relation to the his three fanning bees he staged
the warrior's path leading from the those who will receive degrees in state's school program.
last Saturday. ... A little bird told
SALE OR RENT
Cumberland ford along the broken the June graduating class, who is The broadcast was sponsored by us that next year's football togs will
country lying on the eastern branch now employed in the House Office the Kentucky Education Associa- be knockouts, so will the team If
of the Kentucky river and so across building in Washington, has been tion, which recently asked the gov- the boys keep dropping out of
the Licking river to the mouth of made a member of the Little Con- ernor to call a special session of school. Unlike most boys' dormithe Scioto.
gress, according to a report received the general assembly for the pur- tories, Memorial Hall's favorite
This route was much frequented here today.
pose of providing a $12 per capita sport is African dominoes.
ALL MAKES
by the Indian tribes in passing The Little Congress Is an organi- for schools during the next two
O
through Kentucky on their hunt- sation of government employes, years. The K. E. A. also endorsed
FOOTBALL AWARD MONDAY
Special Rental Rates to Students. Dealer: L. C. Smith
ing and warring trips. No perma- largely congressional employes, who a revenue program Including a gross
Tom c. Samuels, line coach, anand Corona Typewriters.
nent Tillage of the modern Indians come together to discuss various receipts tax, personal and corpora- nounced today that the gold footwas ever known to exist in Ken- measures upon which congress may tion income taxes, and called upon ball to be awarded to the most valtucky, but there were many traces be working. Activities and debates citizens and organizations to re- uable player as determined during
of the various trails used by them. in the little Congress are carried lease their representatives from the period of spring training, will
Opp. Courthouse
It was Finley who first led Boone on as nearly as possible as they pledges to vote against any specific be given in the college assembly.
WEST SHORT 8T.
Lexington, Ky.
Into this section.
I are in the house.
tax measure*.
Monday, May 7.
Frankie Rose, of Eastern Teachers College, won the unanimous decision of the three Judges over
Chick Taylor, of Lexington, in a
six round bout which headlined the
E Club's boxing show at the Weaver
gym last Friday night.
Rose had the lead all the way
and in fact he did not attempt to
inflict much damage on Taylor's
aged body. Taylor had been advertised as being from the University of Kentucky, but such was not
the case. Rose weighed 147 and
Taylor 152.
In other bouts fought between
members of the boxing classes at
the ceUege results follow:
Clark and Haden fought three
rounds to a draw; Williams won a
decision over Long; Wells won a
technical knockout over Paynter at
the end of the second round; Partin won a decision over Purdom;
Cover won a decision over Warren;
Rogers won on a technical knockout from Satterly In the second
round; Bingham and Wilkinson
fought three rounds to a draw and
Bishop won a decision over Oillls.
Al Portwocd, boxing coach at
Eastern, was the third man in the
ring. The Judges were Dr. J. B.
Floyd, Madison county representative; George N. Hembree and
George Gumbert, of the Eastern
faculty. Some 300 persons saw the
matches.
O
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